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Why Erasmus projects matter 

 

 Erasmus projects are opportunities for teenagers and teachers to move 

beyond and discover new things around them. It is about exploring and 

broadening horizons, knowing other cultures and exchanging opinions on 

different topics. It is our responsibility as teachers to find these opportunities and 

bring them to the students so as to meet their different needs. SOS- Sustain Our 

Souls is the first Erasmus+ project in our school and I am very positive about the 

next ones. We wanted to bring into attention topics such as literature and 

painting, sports and lifestyle but in a different manner, more attractive so as to 

make students aware of their importance in one’s life. We wanted them to be the 

ones to create tracks they would do together with their friends and colleagues. An 

activity is much more successful when students are the ones doing the tasks. In 

Romania, things unfolded online and we had six international teams of students 

who used the given objects in order to create their tracks. One this is for sure…the 

results are amazing!  

Militaru Nicoleta Marilena, project coordinator 

 Education nowadays should focus on developing different skills and giving 

the students to tools they need in order to integrate in the next part of their 

educational path. One of the skills refers to healthy lifestyle and living and thus 

we managed to integrate the topic in the Erasmus+ project with the purpose of 

making students aware of their importance in our lives.  We need to involve 

students in as many activities as possible and make them feel valuable and 

important. The virtual meeting in Romania gave us the opportunity to have 

students work in international teams with the purpose of creating sport tracks 

which can be done by any age category. We want this material to be a guide for 

P.E. teachers as well showing them that teacher – students collaboration can be a 

very successful one. 

Boboc Ilaria Cristina, PE Teacher, workshops coordinator 



BENEFICIARIES: The present material is addressed to both teachers and students 

who are interested in implementing interesting and challenging sport tracks with 

the purpose of promoting team work and competitivness. We want the tracks to 

be done by all students no matter their age. P.E teachers can use it as a material 

to plan their activities and also as a source of inspiration to have their students 

create new materials thus encouraging peer learning.  

 

LOCATION: It is advisable for all the tracks to be played outside. 

 

THE IMPORTANCE OF SPORT TRACKS 

The purpose of sport tracks is to train skills and competences which are aquired 

annalitically and integrating them in the social environment. They combine 

different elements and they show different levels of difficulty, they integrate 

various skills and they can be combined in different manners. This is why are are 

considered a successful way of organising the activity.  

 

SKILLS: 

There are various general and specific competence that the sport tracks refer to: 

1. Adjusting movement to different situations as required by the 

environment; 

2. Valuing the space, objects and materials around us; 

3. Objectively valuing the skills and the qualities of the participants; 

4. Mastering the coordination skills starting with balance and valuing them in 

a creative manner; 

5. Creating sport tracks with various objects; 

6. Identification and appreciation of the effects of the activity. 

 



TRANSVERSAL SKILLS:   

By doing the sport tracks, the participant will be able to: 

1. work in groups according to the rules, to cooperate and to put different 

requests into practice; 

2. listen and respect their team members; 

3. evaluate and self evaluate their activity; 

4. evaluate situation in accordance with their own skills and qualities and to 

decide for a safe behaviour; 

5. determine their own learning path and to choose the best solutions; 

6. accept challenges and control their emotions. 

Sport tracks can be adapted to any request and aims. They can ensure 

accesibility and manage the directions and the possibilities for continuous 

progress which is highly valuable.  

CLASS MANAGEMENT: 

Team work – 4 teams are needed  

METHODS OF WORK: 

Competitions  

WHAT WE NEED: 

• agility ladder – 4 items; 

• sets of obstacles- 4 sets; 

• cones – 16 items; 

• gymnastic circles- 8 items; 

• skipping ropes- 12 items; 

• sakcs- 8 items; 

• handballs – 4 items; 

• voleyballs – 4 items; 

• sport shirts- 20 items/ 4 differen colours. 



 

 

 During the virtual mobility in Romania, the students were divided in 6 

teams and sent in 6 break out rooms in order to create sport tracks using the 

objects in the poster. A Romanian student was responsible with presenting the 

poster and taking notes with their partners’ suggestions. Then, they returned to 

the meeting and presented their results.  

 



METHODOLOGICAL GUIDANCE: 

• All movements should be done correctly; 

• Ensuring the general and specific physical support for each participant, for 

each step of the sport track; 

• Boosting motivation and interest for challenges and positive examples; 

• Repeating steps of the sport tracks following the correct instructions; 

• Creating a positive and challenging atmosphere which participants should 

enjoy while working on the tracks. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 Sport tracks can determine the shaping and valuing of some very useful 

skills which allow adaptation to different environmental conditions, to various 

general activities or ones which are job oriented or which bring autonomy and 

integration in different situations. 

 Doing the sport tracks as competition or contest is utterly important. They 

bring accessibility, impact, endurance and they bring about change in attitude. 

They also determine the participants to understand what team work in really 

about especially when you have a very well established purpose. They also learn 

about time management and encouragement.  

 All participants enjoyed the experience of creating the sport tracks and 

putting them into practice in order to promote the main ideas of the workshop: 

promoting a healthy lifestyle and making participants more aware about the 

importance of playing outside.  

 

 



Track 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Agility ladder – Run with your knees up. Go through every box. 

Obstacles – Crawl under the obstacles. 

A sack with a skipping rope and a handball in it.  

Skip the rope 3 times 

Cones – Dribble the handball among the cones  

2 circles – Run 1 circle over the body, top to bottom 

 Run 1 circle over the body bottom to top 

4 obstacles – Jump over the obstacles  



 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A sack with a skipping rope and a volleyball in it.  

Skip the rope 3 times 

A cone – Run with the volleyball. Stretch your arms sideways. Throw 

the volleyball from one hand to another. Run back to you team.  



 

 



Track 2 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Balance walking between a double line 

Dribble the handball through 4 cones 

The sack: Leave the handball in the sack. Take the skipping rope.  

Skip 3 times. Leave the slipping rope in the sack. 

Take the circle. Rotate it on your hips. 

Jump over 6 obstacles. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Take the circle. Rotate it on one of your arms. 

The sack: skip the rope 3 times. Throw the volleyball up, clap your 

hand, catch the ball. Do it 3 times.  

Jump – approach and pull your feet apart. Pass though all boxes of 

the agility ladder.  



 

 

 



Track 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4 obstacles- jump over the obstacles 

Balanced walking on a drawn line 

2 obstacles – crawl under the obstacles 

Take the skipping rope from the sack 

Skip the rope around the cones. Put the rope back in the 

sack and move to the agility ladder 

Run backwards, going to every box. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2 circles. Participants choose one of the options: 

1. Spin both circles on your waist at the same time 

2. Spin the circles on your arms- one on each arm  

3. Spin one circle on the waist and one on the arm at 

the same time 

The sack: one volleyball and one handball. Put the 

volleyball between your ankles.  

Dribble the handball around the 2 cones while holding the 

volleyball in between your ankles.   



 

 



Track 4 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Run as fast as you can through the 4 cones. 

Throw the voleyball up. Catch it. Do it for 5 times. 

Agility ladder: run by passing through every box.  

  Skip the rope 5 times.  

  Rotate the two circles on your hips simultaneously.   



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Skip the rope 5 times. 

   

  Jump over the 6 obstacles.  

   

Dribble the handball.  

   

Run with the first sack towards the finish line.  

   

Switch the first sack with the second sack.  

   



 

 

 

 

 

 



Track 5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Zig zag running. Touch every cone.  

Throw and catch the volleyball 5 times.   

Jump over the 6 obstacles.    

Get in the sack. Jump till you get to the next point.     

Dribble the handball and skip the rope 7 times. Alternate.     



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Agility ladder. Criss cross jumping     

Rotate the two circles on your arms simultaneously.    

Skip the rope by moving to the next step.     

Get in the sack. Jump till the finish line.      



 

 

 

 



Track 6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Skip the rope 5 times.  

Agility ladder – speed running. Go through every box.   

In the sack: 1 volleyball and 1 handball. Take the volleyball, run and 

place it in one of the circles. Run back. Take the handball. Run and 

place it in the other circle.  The next participant will switch the balls 

from the circles back in the sack.   

Get in the sack with both your feet.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jump through all the 4 cones.  

Skip the rope 5 times.   

Jump over the obstacles.    



 

 

 



FINAL THOUGHTS 

  

 All the world has been shacked by the pandemic that hit us more than a 

year ago. The school systems have also been affected and so have been the 

projects and the other activities we were planning to do with our students.  

 What we had to do was to move online and accept that was the way we 

were to conduct our activity. So, the Erasmus+ project also moved online for 3 

days in Romania. We used Zoom as it allowed us to work in breakout rooms and 

thus ensure collaboration and peer learning while working on the project tasks. 

The sport routes were created starting from the poster of the objects suggested 

by the P.E teachers in the project. The students were for 1 hour in the virtual 

meeting rooms and negotiated the route they were going to present. 

 The Romanian team of students also films some of the tracks in order to 

show their applicability and physically demonstrate their usage. 

 

 



TEAMS OF STUDENTS 

ROMANIAN TEAM 

IOSIF RAMONA 

MATAC BIANCA 

MILITARU ANDREEA 

GRECU ANASTASIA 

COMAN IVONA 

FILIPOIU ELEONORA 

MEZDROIU ANDREI 

OBREJAN MARIAN 

SIMA ADA 

SERBAN DAIANA 

NICOLAE MIHAI 

BUNEA MIRELA 

NECULA BIANCA 

NECULAE ILINCA 

TURCEA ANDREI 

BARBUCIANU MARGA 

ION IANYSA 

MARIN CORINA 

NICOARA MARIA 

RADU EMILIA 

STROIE OANA 

VOICU ȘTEFANIA 

 

GERMAN TEAM 

STUDENTS: 

ARNE WIEDEMANN 

ERIC WIEDEMANN 

TIM HITSCHFELD 

EMILIA MÜLLER   

VALERIA BAUER   

LENI SCHMIDT   

ARSEMA MELKE   

LENA HEINEMANN  

NOA WEINBERGER  

ALEXA HELLWIG   

MARIA BONKOWSKI     

MARIE MEIER   

CORA ECKHARDT   

YAREN ALTIPARMAK  

JULIA BRUNNER   

 

GREEK TEAM 

APOSTOLOU CHRISTOS 

KARANTAKOS PAVLOS 

GKOURMPALIOTIS EVAGGELOS 

KATSIAMANIS CHRISTOS  

KOSTAKIS CHRISTOS 

TASIOULA AFRODITI  

PAPAVASILIOU THOMAS  

SDRAKAS DIMITRIOS  

PISSAS ATHANASIOS  

ZISOPOULOS DIMITRIOS 

VASILIADIS ILIAS  

NTOUTSIAS APOSTOLOS  

NTANTOS GEORGIOS 

TSIVIKIS DIMITRIOS  

KARADIMAS AGGELOS  



TSANTILAS MICHAIL  

ZAI GAVRIIL  

CHASIOTIS ATHANASIOS  

MPILLIS CHRISTOS 

GKARNARAS THOMAS 

ITALIAN TEAM 

ACCETTURA ANGELO 

AMODEO MARTINA MARIA 

CARAFA PASQUALE 

CASTELLANA MARTINA  PIA 

DELLI NOCI PIETRO 

DERO MATTIA 

FASANO GIORGIA 

FORLIANO LUIGI ALESSANDRO 

GIOSA ANDREA 

GRECO GIORGIA 

GUACCI DAMIANA 

MARZII ANTONIO 

NICOLETTI DOMENICO MARIA  

PAVONE LORENZO VITO 

PETRUZZI GIANMARCO 

RESINA GABRIEL 

SOLITO SIMONE 

POLISH TEAM 

ANNA JAMRÓZ 

FILIP ZIĘCINA 

JULIA DOWNAR-ZAPOLSKA 

MARTYNA BOJANOWSKA 

JULIANNA CHRZĄSZCZ 

MAKSYMILIAN GOSZTYŁA 

JAN PRZYBYLSKI 

SZYMON ZIĘCINA 

GABRIELA ZATOŃ 

 ZOFIA OGÓREK 

 AGNIESZKA SZAŁAPAK 

 NINA KUBINEK 

ZUZANNA PERNAL 

SPANISH TEAM 

NAIARA ARIJÓN RODRÍGUEZ 

TANIA CALVELO BLANCO 

SARA GONZÁLEZ ANTELO 

NOEMÍ  JALLAS REY 

AMALIA FRANCISCA BLANCO POSE 

AINHARA BOUZADA FORJÁN 

FÁTIMA LADO VILABOA 

ALEXANDRA MARIA SOCOL 

   TEACHERS 

 ROMANIAN TEAM 

PETRE GEORGE CATALIN 

MILITARU NICOLETA MARILENA 

BOBOC ILARIA CRISTINA 

GRECU IULIA MAGDALENA 

RADULESCU DRAGOS 

BUZOIANU SIMONA 

MARIN ANITA 

 



GERMAN TEAM 

SANDRA BÜRGER   

ANDREAS HESSE   

FRANK SCHMIDT  

RALF HORSTMANN  

SPANISH TEAM 

ANA ISABEL LÓPEZ NOVO 

MARÍA SOL LORENZO ÁLVAREZ 

MODESTO REFOJO ALVARIÑO 

AURORA PUENTES GRAÑA  

GREEK TEAM 

THEODORA FALAGKARA 

MPOUKOUVALAS CHRISTOS 

NIKOLAOS NTOGKAS 

 GEORGE VLACHOGIANNIS 

 

ELEVI CARE AU FILMAT 

VIDEOCLIPURILE PENTRU 

CANALUL DE YOUTUBE AL 

PROIECTULUI   

ANDREI CRISTIAN 

BALAJEL STELUTA 

BANICA STEFAN 

BRAD DIANA 

CRETU STEFANIA 

CRETU TEODORA 

DAVID ANA 

DRAGAN BOGDAN 

DRAGAN MARIA 

DRAGOMIR BIANCA 

DRAGOMIR MARIO 

DULGHERU DARIU 

ILIE SILVIU 

MATEI BIANCA 

NEAGU GABRIELA 

NECULAI ALEXANDRU 

NITA ANDREI 

POPA ROBERT 

RUSU ANDREI 

SILIVESTRU RUCSANDRA 

STAN LAURA 

STROIE FLORIN 

TOMA GABRIELA 

UNGUREANU GEORGIANA 

VOLBEA MAIA 

BUDA MADALIN 

BUDA VALENTIN 
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